Welcome to ARTCACHE, where scavenger hunt meets geocache meets interactive art exhibit! Join us on a hunt through over a hundred years of Chicago art, culture and history with 7 clues leading to our hidden cache filled with art items you can both plunder and add to.

You will need:

*a pen/ pencil for the logbook and some paper for notes along the way.

*a piece of your own work (visual art, writing, crafts, etc.) to add to the cache.

*all clues utilize the Library’s online catalog, which can be accessed at lib.colum.edu on any of our computer terminals or mobile devices.

FIRST CLUE:

We must begin with architecture, this Midwest famous school. Its chief practitioner designed a thousand, each one uniquely cool. His approach was very organic, wide spaces and lots of room. Find a book of his most famous style, and there you’ll find your clue.